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1. Introduction

In the context of cross-border integration into the world academic space, lifelong learning is of particular importance, which creates prospects for continuing education and prolonged employment, and for professionals, who has higher education, to acquire a second, parallel, cross-specialty (mastering or updating competencies) or develop their skills (getting cross-competencies), using opportunities of postgraduate education, which is ultimately a factor in preventing labor migration, and creating preconditions of staffing on the national labor market.

2. Literature review

Modern scientists’ researches show a considerable interest to the problem of reforming the Ukrainian educational system in the context of cross-border integration into the world academic space and its further development in conditions of lifelong education. This, in its turn, actualizes the role of comparative studies, introduction and adaptation of optimal world standards into educational practices of national higher education institutions and postgraduate pedagogical education. Professional and pedagogical training becomes significant in this context, especially scientific and methodological training, competence of teachers as the main participants in the educational and scientific process and its constant updating, formation and development in the conditions of lifelong education.

Thus, according to all components of the Global Competitiveness Index – 2018, Ukraine's position is defined in [1], its position in the Global Innovation Index is specified in [2, 3]. Results of the UN report "Indices and Indicators of Human Development" are presented in [4]. Ukraine's place in the global rankings for the higher education competitiveness index is shown in [5]. Main requirements to the process and result of training for youth’s "future awareness" formation are established in...
[6], and importance to integrate the best experience of leading educational systems is given in [7]. The importance of accessibility and effectiveness of education in cross-border integration is proved in [8]. The national educational policy in 2019 is named in [9], priorities in 2020 and the following years are announced in [10]. The structural-system analysis of the definition of modern key competences in the world and the countries of the European Union is presented in [11, 12]. Theoretical and methodological foundations of forming the scientific and methodological competence for teachers in postgraduate pedagogical education are revealed in [13]. Conceptual and methodological bases of forming the teachers’ postgraduate pedagogical education scientific and methodological competence are developed in [14]. The importance of lifelong learning in modern sustainable development strategies is detailed in [15]. The teachers’ professional competence in the age of globalization in the world is analyzed in [16]. Recommendations on a common set of technological competencies for training teachers-candidates for the learning technology in the United States are given in [17]. Mathematics teacher’s technological and pedagogical professional competences for the development of 21st century student’s skills is defined [18]. The application of situational training for postgraduate software course students is covered in [19]. The exploration of the mixed synthesis of literature on teaching qualitative research methods is presented in [20]. The diagnosis of the university’s first-year teacher training program is covered in [21].

In spite of such specific attention to the problem of reforming the modern educational system of Ukraine and modernization innovations, the problem of forming, updating and developing the teachers’ professional and pedagogical competence in the context of integration into the world academic educational space, science and innovation requires constant analysis.

3. Purpose and objectives of the research

The purpose of the research is a structural and system analysis of studying the experience of formation of the world educational space in the context of cross-border integration in order to ensure the introduction into the education system of Ukraine, including lifelong education in general and postgraduate pedagogical education in particular.

To achieve this purpose, the following objectives were set:

- to analyze the results of studies of interstate structures and non-profit international organizations and foundations, to study the experience of forming the world educational space in the context of cross-border integration;

- to consider the world practice of solving educational problems, to identify the essential characteristics of integration processes for further implementation into the educational process of the national educational system;

- to characterize interim results and current plans of the national line ministry as for reforming the Ukrainian education system into a global academic space in the context of lifelong education;

- to provide guidance as for solution of staffing problems and labor migration in the context of modern globalization challenges.

4. Theoretical and methodological aspects of substantiation of studying the experience of the world educational space formation in conditions of cross-border integration in order to ensure introduction into the Ukrainian education system

Cross-border integration, which is considered at the level of links between countries, covers most types of business activities, including the research and education sphere. The global academic space, accumulating the best achievements of national education systems, is increasingly influencing the formation and operation of the global market of scientific-education goods and services, contributing to the reform and modification of the systems of interconnections and dependencies between its participants. In this regard, the role of education and science has continued to grow steadily over the last three decades, which should accordingly be given due attention by country’s governments to the process of reforming national education systems, including the purpose of ensuring the sustainable development and competitiveness of the countries on the world economic and financial markets. Experts estimate that nowadays, the global education industry, including costs on national education systems, is the second largest market after health care. The global value added, created by the knowledge- and technology-intensive industries, now makes about 30% of world GDP, in the most developed countries the exceed one third, and the world volume of information is doubled daily [1].

The structural and system analysis of the definition of modern key competences in the world [11] and analysis of the European Union countries’ experience in solving contemporary problems in education and science [12] have actualized the problem of implementation of the world practice in national education and science. Therefore, the society’s sustainable development in Ukraine aims at introducing European standards and leadership in the world, economic growth with the use of resources to meet human needs while preserving the environment, protecting the interests of future generations, the need for a safe environment, etc. Lifelong learning in modern sustainable development strategies actualizes technological innovations that significantly expand the scope of internationalization of education: rapid improvement of the quality of knowledge, reorientation to the international level of interaction, integration into advanced production technologies and management strategies [15].

The Davos World Economic Forum annually publishes a number of reports exploring in details the wide range of global issues that it seeks to draw attention from stakeholders as part of its mission to improve the world. In addition to reporting on its key events and specific publications, such as the Global Competitiveness Report, the Global Risk Report and the Global Gender Gap Report, the Forum creates landmarks covering environment, education, specific industries and technologies [2].
5. The results of the research
For example, the 2018 Davos Economic Forum report used a new methodology that made it possible to take the full account of the impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution on the economic development of the world. The updated index estimated 140 economies in the world according to 98 indicators, which are divided into 12 groups or drivers of productivity.

For each indicator, a scale from 0 to 100 was used, which indicated how close the economy was to an ideal state or was at the "border" of competitiveness (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6. Qualification</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.01 Average duration of schooling</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.02 Coverage of staff training</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.03 Quality of training</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.04 Graduates’ qualification</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.05 Digital skills</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.06 Convenience of finding qualified employees</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.07 Expected duration of schooling</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.08 Critical thinking in teaching</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.09 Number of teaching hours in elementary school</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: report The Global Competitiveness Index 2018

These tables show relatively good performance in the following components: number of working hours for primary school teachers, critical thinking in teaching, average duration of schooling, expected duration of schooling, and the convenience of searching for qualified staff. However, the second half of the rating contains the poorer indicators of the Ukrainian educational system, in author’s opinion these are the quality of adult education, including postgraduate education, its organization and reform, namely: coverage of staff training, quality of professional training, graduates’ qualification, digital skills. These data actualize the problem of teacher’s professional competence as a participant in the educational and scientific process, in particular, formation, development and further continuous modernization of his/her scientific and methodological competence.

Another index – the Global Innovation Index – is a survey of INSEAD, International Business School, Cornell University and the World Intellectual Property Organization, which analyzes the degree of innovation in infrastructure, education and entrepreneurship and creates rating. This year there are 126 countries in the rating [3]. Ukraine in the Global Innovation Index climbed from 50th place in 2017 to 43rd place in 2018, representing the best position for 12 years of the rating existence (Fig. 1).

In the context of our analysis, let us also focus on the Human Development Index – an index for the comparative assessment of poverty, literacy, education, average life expectancy, level of health protection, social security, longevity, ecology, level of crime, human rights and GDP per capita. The UN has published [4] a Human Development Indices and Indicators report, in which Ukraine ranks 88th among 189 countries. According to the UN rating, the human development index in Ukraine is 0.751, life expectancy is 72 years, duration of schooling is 15 years, and average is 11.3 years. Compared to 2016 in 2017–2018 Ukraine did not report a progress in international human development ratings and remained at the same level. At the same time, experts have witnessed improvements in particular areas: access to information and communication, freedom of choice and personal freedom, as well as access to higher education. However, deterioration in personal safety and tolerance was found.

So, in Global Competitiveness Index Rankings: Higher Education (GCI – WEF) in 2017–2018 Ukraine fell by 2 positions compared to the last year and now ranks 35th out of 137. For the country’s progress in the ratings of actual human capital indicators, radical reforms in the field of education and training should be undertaken, with a shift in emphasis on quality and the development of a system of lifelong learning for adults [5].

The main thesis of the 43rd report “Come on! Capitalism, short-sightedness, population and destruction of the planet” of the Club of Rome – an international public analytical centre, that brings together representatives of the world political, financial, cultural and scientific elite and seeks to actualize the global problems of humanity and nature – sounded as follows: education aims to create youth’s awareness of the future “(futures literacy) [6]. Section “Education for the Future” sets out the main requirements for the process and learning outcome. Education is required to be based on “connectedness”, interconnectedness and multidisciplinarity:

- should engage, release creative energy and actively develop adaptive self-learning and mutual help;
- to have value sense, to be based on common ideals and respect for cultural differences;
- to focus on new knowledge and disciplines, in particular ecology, interconnection of systems and sustainable development, which have not yet become part of the common cultural heritage, so teaching relevant knowledge and skills for new generations is essential;
- to cultivate integrated thinking, capable of absorbing, harmonizing and uniting disparate elements and gaining full realizing fundamental reality;
- to be aware of the multiplicity of a content.

Many high educational establishments popularize well-recognized scientific schools, but should instead “give young minds the full range of contradictory and complementary perspectives” [6].
At the Education World Forum, held in London on January 20–23, 2019, the main trend was to integrate the best practices of leading education systems, with the subtitle "What do we do with what we know?" The UK's represented experience in education provided an answer to the question of how relevant it was to consider the achievements of other countries [7]. In the process of reorganization of the educational system they are aimed at: practice of teachers from Shanghai in teaching mathematics, Singapore – in making integrated curriculum, interesting to the learners, charter schools in the US – in the developing practical skills, Germany – in professional education. The UK confirms the effectiveness of such an eclectic "mix" of other countries' practices. The changes began with teachers' retraining, which in its turn helped raise London schools from the lowest grades to the proper ones in the education system. Appropriate financing of education always ensures the profitability of economy, as it is a chance to inspire new generations for creativity and innovation [7].

In the context of our research, the statement of representatives of Cambridge Assessment is relevant. In their view, to make education accessible and effective, three doors need to be opened: teacher, curricula and technology in students hands. And these components are equally important and interrelated [8].

The importance of teacher’s role is emphasized by the leadership of the International Student Assessment Program (PISA), the educational direction of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

This year, they presented the PISA survey and updated the public's involvement in the educational development. For example, what are the components of a highly professional teacher? Firstly, it is the proper knowledge in the field of science (specific discipline, subject), secondly, professional freedom (choice of methods, means, technologies). And thirdly, it is communication with colleagues (experience exchange appeared to be more effective than the period of upgrading). Another issue of considerable interest was the impact of the duration of training on the quality of the results. In fact, there is no such correlation, the panel states and concludes that creativity and critical thinking are important 21st century skills. The conclusion of the discussion is: "Our task is to grow first-class people, not second-rate robots" [7].

The reform of the educational system of Ukraine in the process of integration into the world academic space is due to the development and implementation of the legislative and regulatory documentation in the educational process of national educational institutions.

The Ministry of Education and Science presented 10 priorities for 2019 in the reform of Ukraine's education system in the context of integration into the world educational space [9]: new mechanisms for teachers' professional development: voluntary certification and the mechanism "money for the teacher"; implementation of the principle "money goes after a teacher" for advanced training; educational ombudsman started working; education digitization: the Internet and computers to rural schools; launching a major vocational education reform: new standards and €58 million infrastructure project; development of dual education, within which an applicant of education receives theoretical knowledge in the institution of professional education, and the rest – at the real workplace; establishment of the National System of Qualifications: link between the labor market and education; start-up of the National...
Research minstry presents innovations [10] that will be implemented in the fields of science, education and innovation in three terms – until the end of 2019, during 2020 and for the next 5 years.

Among the major changes that are planned to be introduced in the fields of education and science are: development and implementation of the Laws of Ukraine, formation of a network of career advisers for students’ vocational guidance; arrangement of laboratories for robotics and STEAM; creation of electronic materials for children from temporary occupied territories (TOT); psychological support for gray area schools and students from TOT; creation of training centers and modern workshops; organization of 7 centers of professional excellence in 7 regions of Ukraine; more short-term adult programs; freedom in professional development; new form of financing for universities is not quantity but quality; launch of the National Research Foundation and the National Depository of Scientific Texts; creation of 7 additional centers for collective use of scientific equipment at higher educational establishments; postdoctoral programs, etc.

These tasks actualize the growth of the professional and pedagogical competence of teachers of higher educational establishments and postgraduate pedagogical educational institutions. Thus, the Model educational program of organization and carrying out teachers’ upgrading in postgraduate pedagogical education establishments in the profile of coaches’ and teachers’ of elementary classes basic competences include the following: andragogic, professional-pedagogical, socio-cultural, linguistic and communicative, psychological and facilitative, entrepreneurial and information-digital.

In our opinion, the analysis has actualized another important teacher’s competence – scientific and methodological, in which we see a multicomponent integral-semantic system of equivalent general philosophical, general scientific and specific scientific competences, realized through the levels, forms of organization and purpose, types of educational architecture, stages of multi-level lifelong learning through integration, mutual use and eclectic diversity of educational technologies, research and innovation theories in teacher training systems; creation of high-tech methodological and research support of the educational process and on the basis of this production of scientific provisions and reasoned results as a result of carrying out researches in a certain branch of science and inter-branch ones, which solve complex scientific-theoretical or concrete-practical problems [13].

In order to ensure the process of reforming the educational system, it is important to form the scientific and methodological competence of teachers in postgraduate pedagogical educational institutions, which means, above all, the process of creative self-disclosure of pedagogical and scientific-pedagogical employees’ personality, updating their activity, which is revealed through an innovative combination, modernization and updating context, methods and forms of learning with actualization of such factors as openness, self-organization, self-development, communicativeness, creativity and non-linearity, critical thinking, control, self-management, self-government, teamwork, etc. [14].

Researches, conducted in the context of today’s challenges, related to the outflow of a large number of professionals abroad and decrease in the number of working population, enable to identify the problems of staffing and labor migration, as well as to find ways to prevent its effects.

Thus, creation of training and practical centers, modern workshops, centers of collective use of equipment in higher education institutions and organization of activity of centers of professional excellence in the regions of Ukraine will ensure the satisfaction of employers’ needs in training requested professionals in the modern labor market with proper practical experience.

Short-term programs for adults and freedom in advanced training through the flexibility of forms and methods of interdisciplinary-integrated learning will ensure adaptive orientation of the continuous educational system by matching with their own individual educational trajectory in terms of market competition, contents, tenders, demand for constant knowledge generation, skills, competencies for solving production problems through retraining and self-training, their ability to perform increased range of functions and tasks, and thus demand and realization on the internal labor market.

The improvement of the educational regulation system, improvement of the quality of Ukrainian educational services, modernization of educational programs in accordance with market needs and proper logistics of higher educational institutions, on the one hand, will reduce the outflow of young people, who want to study outside Ukraine, on the other hand – will allow to attract students from abroad, which can become an additional source of state income in the form of foreigners’ tuition for educational services, as well as the possibility of inflow of labor resources into the domestic economy.

In the practical terms it is necessary to pay attention to such moments as:

- overcoming excess bureaucracy of domestic universities;
- application of up-to-date methods and technologies in the educational and scientific process in higher educational establishments and postgraduate pedagogical educational institutions;
- timely updating of educational programs and standards that should be guided by a competency-based approach;
- modernization of the content of advanced training taking into account individual professional-personal needs and requests of customers of educational services of different qualification categories and specialties;
- transition to a dynamic system of specialists’ advanced training, which will enable to satisfy the personality’s ability to obtain a certain educational level in a desired specialty in accordance with his/her abilities and to provide mobility on the labor market.
– creation of a list of informal online resources (both domestic and foreign) that are recommended for self-education and competence development;
– certification of distance learning courses for further inclusion in the list of recommended courses;
– development of technologies of teachers’ advanced training during their inter-certification period, creation of optimal conditions for their self-development, self-improvement, self-realization and creation of their own individual educational trajectory in the conditions of continuous education;
– realization of opportunities of dual system of training with use of practitioners (consulting, conducting of workshops, theoretical seminars, practices);
– emphasizing focusing of the heads of state and local self-government bodies on the role of advanced training in the modernization of the system of continuous education in Ukraine and solving the problems of stuffing and labor migration [13].

6. Conclusions
1. The research of interstate structures and non-profit international organizations and foundations has been analyzed, the experience of forming the world educational space in the conditions of cross-border integration has been studied.
2. The world practice of solving educational problems has been considered, the essential characteristics of integration processes for further implementation in the educational process of the national educational system have been revealed.
3. The interim results and current plans of the national line ministry for reforming Ukraine’s educational system into the global academic space in the context of lifelong education have been characterized.
4. The problems of human resources and labor migration in the context of contemporary globalization challenges and cross-border integration of Ukraine into the world academic space have been investigated and recommendations for their solution have been given.
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